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ROUNDTABLE:
Revisit an astonishing
moment in the governance
of corporations as our

The Legaq^ of
A s h o c k t o t h e s y s t e m . That's what the Delaware Supreme Court administered in 1985 when it handed down its decision in the case of Smith v. Van
Gorkom — holding that the board of Trans Union Corp. breached its fiduciary duty of care in transacting in an uninformed manner the sale of the company. The decision reverberated mightily through the boardrooms of Corpo-

panel assesses this landmark

rate America, contributing to a huge escalation in D&O insurance rates and

case's impact on how

a reexamination by many executives of the personal risks of board service. To

boards behave.

tidimensional group of executives — corporate directors, lawyers, invest-

assess the legacy of this watershed case. DIRECTORS & BOARDS assembled a mul-

DiRECTORS & BOARDS: Let's first go around the table and see don't think there was a shred of valuation analysis that was prowhere everyone stands on this question: Was this, indeed, an vided to them. No investment banker was hired. Management's
uninformed board?
ownfinancialanalysis was very sketchy and had not really been
explained to the board. No one read the merger agreement. No
Charles Elson: This was a board that was not necessarily un- one told the directors what was in the merger agreement and
informed. It was certainly a responsible board, an experienced what the terms of it were. They weren't even told that the [sugboard, a board that was thoroughly versed both in the affairs gested sale] price was proposed by Mr. Van Gorkom. There was
of the company itself and vis a vis this particular decision [to no real testing of the price before the deal was signed. I just
think that the process was not in any way justifiable.
sell the company].
The problem with this board was that it was potentially a
management-dominated board. All of the outside directors Henry Lesser: I am somewhere between you both. By the stanhad some relationship with one another and with the CEO, dards of the day — realizing that the events themselves hapthere was quite a bit of serving on each other's boards, and pened 20 years ago even though the case came out in 1985
there was little if any equity
ownership on the part of this
board. That is why the deci/ have never been in
sion that was reached was
called into question. Not neca boardroom where
essarily because the process by
which they made the decision
I couldn't get a direcwas inherently suspect, but
rather over the question: Was
tor's attention by
this board able to distance itself from its CEO and make
saying: ^Remember
an independent decision?

Van Gorkom.'
Robert Friedman: I strongly
disagree. I think this board
was woefully uninformed. I
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'Smith V. Van Gorkom'
ment bankers, D&O insurers, and consultants — all well-versed in the way
boards operate (see box on page 31). The roundtable was hosted by Ira Millstein at the offices of Weil Gotshal & Manges, and co-moderated by Millstein
and Robert Rock, chairman of DIRECTORS & BOARDS. For those not intimately familiar with the case or who may want to brush up on its essential details,
we recommend a reading of Stephen Radin's article on page 24. The following discussion will immerse you in a dynamic exchange of views on director
duty and the trajectory that board governance has taken since the "Big Bang"
of Smith V. Van Gorkom.

ment bankers and too many lawyers involved. Directors today are inundated with
valuation books prepared by firms like
Steve's [Waters], who all use the same Lotus
Notes and put together 1,600-page volumes
of comparisons ad nauseam.
The greatest mistake that Mr. Van
Gorkom made was that he should have said
he read the merger agreement at the opera.
If he read the damn merger agreement, this
might not have happened.

• James Kristie

Stephen Waters: The M&A "business" only
began again in the late 1970s. In 1980, you
looked at three things: premium to market,
price to book, and price/earnings ratio. That
— this was arguably an informed board. But it turns out that was the guts of what was done, and all the firms created the
we now realize that it wasn't informed in the right way and database from scratch. There weren't EBITDA muhiples or deon the right facts and with the right tools.
tailed DCF analysis. There were occasionally some industry
Rereading the case while flying here from San Francisco, I comparables — e.g., dollars per barrel if you were in the oil
am struck by the fact that virtually everything that took place business — but M&A valuation was relatively unsophisticatwould have been done differently today. Now whether that is ed by current standards.
because of the case, or because what was done at the time was
That being said, based on what is in the record about the case,
inherently grossly negligent, is another question. But if you add clearly what the board did would not pass muster today, and by
up all of the things that were missing in the case — and that's the standards of the time they probably were deficient, too.
not just the length of the meeting, not just the absence of the
investment banker, not just the failure to read the merger agree- Boris Yavitz: I'm trying to put myself back to when Ifirstheard
ment, but the totality of the events that the court hung its hat about this case. I had been an active director for some time,
on — then I would have to say that, even by the standards of and I remember being briefed by the general counsels of the
the time, this board was incorporations I served with.
sufficiently informed.
Despite our genuine sympathy for the directors involved,
Raymond Troubh: I'll somemy reaction and that of my
what agree with Henry's refellow directors was that the
marks in that I think that the
board was not adequately indirectors were not totally unformed. We regarded them as
informed. The information
a distinguished, well-intenthey got was inadequate but
not quite to the extent that
the court said. For the day,
What does this case
these guys got as much as
many directors got.
mean for us today?
Certainly what occurred
then would never occur today.
— Robert Rock
You've got too many investROUNDTABLE PHOTOGRAPHS BY JONATHAN SMITH
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tioned group, even as some of us criticized the presence of five
insiders on that board. Although I will readily admit that at the
time it was not that unusual.
Thefirstthing that hit us was the little time spent. How could
they have decided this in two hours without any study or analysis? They couldn't possibly be informed. The second thing was,
how can they make a move like that without some outside advice? Those were the two big problems.
Another was the failure to question the CEO any further.
While many boards did not generally question the CFO, quite
a few directors even then said the situation required closer
questioning. The same applied to not having asked for any
inside opinions. The CFO got away with some mealy
mouthed words without being challenged, and nothing was
asked of any other officer of the company. On balance, we felt
the directors were uninformed, that it was their own doing,
and that it could have been easily rectified if they had taken
proper care.

room — as probably there wouldn't have been 20 years ago —
saying, "Wait a minute, you people have more to do here than
to just give it a quick brush and pass it on to the shareholders. You have a real legal responsibility to think about it."

Kim Hogrefe: As I remember from law school teaching on the
case, the board made a monumental decision in two hours
— how cotild they possibly have done that? However, the more
that you delve into the background, it appears that the board
members themselves were very knowledgeable and experienced.
Even though the case wasn't about whether $55 was the correct price to sell Trans Union, it is interesting to ask: Did the
board come ultimately to the correct decision? If the board had
spent 10 hours deliberating the issue, if the board had investment advisers at their sides, would they have come to the same
decision? Indeed, if the process had been one by which they
had decided after due deliberation to reject Pritzker's offer,
would they have been criticized for having not given the shareIra Millstein: Now that I am now spending a good deal of time holders ultimately the opportunity to enhance their values?
I think that the Delaware Supreme Courtftanklystarts with
at the Yale School of Management, teaching governance, comthe result and works back
through the facts. If you start
with the result that $55 was
J would note for the
the right price, 1 think that
record that even pre- clearly the decisionmaking
process was defective, but to
the extent that it came to the
1980 there was a
correct decision it was one
that benefitted the sharecadre of serious
holders.

directors.
Robert Dilenschneider: This
was not an informed decision. 1 was in Chicago 20
years ago and 1 had the privilege of knowing many of the individuals involved in this
transaction. All of these people were very cozy. They got together for lunch at the Chicago Club virtually every single day.
It's incredibly instructive to look back to see how far we've
come in the area of governance. It's very clear that the board
did not have adequate outside counsel. But it wasn't just the
board's fault. It was Van Gorkom's fault for not providing outside counsel to them. The general counsel and the CFO didn't do their jobs. They should have said to Van Gorkom, "Wait
a second, let's put on the brakes, let's give our board more information." But then we have to remember how different things
were. You worked for a company until you retired or were
pushed out. Fear ruled the day. You just didn't do a palace revolt. This case was a landmark that defined future roles for corporate executives, outside lawyers and bankers, public relations
people, and regulators.
— Raymond Troubh

petitive strategy, and other subjects, I am starting to look at this
case morefi-oma management/director standpoint than from
a lawyer's standpoint. I think that the board was uninformed
—• but in a different way than what has previously been said.
I think the directors didn't know what their obligations were.
I don't think that they were properly counseled, and I don't
think there was anybody around to properly counsel them at
that time.
If you went to most directors at this point in history, they
would have been comfortable with the notion that because the
vote [to approve the sale] was going to go to the stockholders, there wasn't much for the board to do. "How can you stop
this from going to the stockholders? So, what difference does
it make what we think?" Well, what they all forgot was that
under Delaware law they had a legal obligation to make a rec- Donald Gogel: The governance process was obviously flawed
ommendation. Apparently there was no lawyer in the board- — from a management perspective as well as a board per3O
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years with Hill & Knowlton Inc., serving
as its president and CEO from 1986-1991.
He has served as a director on several
corporate boards.
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at Stetson University College of Law in St.
Petersburg, Fla., and is the Edgar S.
Woolard Jr. Chair in Corporate Governance and director of the Centerfor Corporate Governance at the University of
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managing director of Kidder, Peabody
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Banking Group. He is a director of several companies.
Kim D. Hogrefe is senior vice president
of the insurer Chubb & Son and a member of the executive committee of
Chubb Executive Risk. He is worldwide
manager of Chubb's Specialty Claims
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Visiting Professor in Competitive Enterprise and Strategy at the Yale School of
Management, where he teaches courses on corporate governance and antitrust.
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sion.
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Ty R. Sagalow was named executive di- the Graduate School of Business, Corector of Global eBusiness Solutions for lumbia University. He served on the busiAmerican International Group Inc. in Jan- ness school'sfaculty from 1964-1993, and
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spective. It is hard to imagine
a company today that would
have a CEO so isolated from
his management team and the
board on a matter of such significance.
Notwithstanding the controversy around the case, it
has proven advantageous to
boards by creating a paradigm of appropriate — and
legally defensible — behavior.
With the appropriate legal
guidance, boards can keep
meddlesome courts away
from the substantive decisions about the price and
terms of a proposed acquisition. One of the ironies of the
Van Gorkom case is that this board followed a risky if not foolish path but reached the right decision. The lesson for boards
after this case is all about process: "Follow the right process and
the board's actions in takeover settings will be relatively free
from attack."

In the early years,
the CEO said Jump'
and directors were
allowed just one
question: How high?
— Boris Yavitz

today to analyze who the
owners of the company are,
what their tax basis might be,
how they might respond, and
whether they would prefer
other alternatives. Even if the concept of shareholder representation was not well developed in 1980,1 still would agree
with the more extreme view that this was a board that did very
little and should have done much more.

Ty Sagalow: It is inherently difficult, as Henry indicated, to
Stephen Radin: If the facts were as reported in the majority look at conduct 20 years old and determine whether it was negopinion of the Delaware Supreme Court, then the board acted ligent only in light of the law that arose out of that case or
in a grossly negligent and uninformed manner. None of us, whether it was inherently negHgent. Having indicated the difhowever, know what the actual facts are. There are signifi- ficulty of the question, I side with the other extremers, that this
cant differences between what the majority says happened and board was, in fact, inherently grossly negligent.
what the dissent says happened.
The process was simply wrong. Even 20 years ago, it didn't
I come at this from the point of view of a litigator. In liti- take a brain surgeon to understand that you should read a docgation, processes that some would call cosmetics matter. A ument before you sign it. We are not dealing with an inadelot of what has happened since Smith v. Van Gorkom is that lit- quate examination of intrinsic value. We are dealing with no
igators have forced boards to do things that they might not do examination of intrinsic value.
were it not for the threat of htigation — which hopefully leads
to better results.

The Reaction: Shock

John Wilcox: It is interesting to remember that back in 1980
we didn't have the Council of Institutional Investors, we didn't have "corporate governance" as a phrase, we didn't have
all of this focus on the board of directors. But we did have a
phrase that is still around today, which is "rubber stamp." And
that is how I would characterize the actions of this board. If the
directors had sat down and asked, "Why are we here? Do we
have a role?," they could not have possibly made this kind of
a decision in two hours.
So I think it is really a process issue. Due process and formal
procedures have a role. Even when you think you already know
what the correct answer is, you still go through a review and
ask a series of questions. You may find out, after having gone
through the exercise, that you didn't really know the correct
answer in the first place.
Shareholder interests were not adequately considered by this
board, in part because they didn't have the type of tools we have
32
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& BOARDS: Thank you for those opening comments. Now let's open it up for a little give and take on some
of the issues that the case raised and what the implications of
the decision were for the development of corporate governance. Ira, as our host and co-moderator, let's have you lead
off with some comments on what the reaction was to the
court's decision.
DIRECTORS

Millstein: This case sent shock waves through the boardrooms
of the United States because I guarantee you 99% of boards
didn't think that anything wrong had happened. Most everybody wrote about the decision as "the Delaware courts are
going nuts." Most academics thought it was crazy. Most directors were horrified. You've got to look at Smith v. Van
Gorkom in its context. And in its context these board members probably thought that they were doing the right thing and
they probably thought that they were acting as they did in
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all the other boardrooms in the United States.

then in fact we would have been more comfortable with their
decision. And I'll bet that the Delaware court would have gone
Wilcox: Myfirstreaction was one of shock. If you look back at the other way in its ruling had you seen that.
the media coverage at the time, the process issue was the one
that most shocked people. The press really played it up.
Waters: It would be interesting to see how many people around
the table have sat in on a boardroom and have seen one exElson: I've looked back at the academic material. The acade- ample or another of a "short circuit" ofthe process. In my own
mic commentary at the time was almost ten to one in saying view, particularly in those early days, there were a lot of shortthat the court's decision was wrong — that this was not an un- circuited processes. It was a natural tendency of a board to
informed board.
do what the CEO wanted. That meant that you sometimes
In reflecfing back on the context and the times in which the talked to certain people and not to others. It meant that you
case was decided, you have to remember there was a huge de- leaned in one direction as opposed to another direction. What
bate in the legal community on how to avoid the "captured" happened here was probably egregious because, as Henry said,
board — i.e., the management-dominated board. Nobody there were so many things that were wrong, but this was not
really knew the answer. One camp was saying, "Sue them." An- the only board that acted without today's degree of care.
other camp was saying, "Just
stay away and let the board do
things on their own." Here the
Even in the dark
Delaware court went tu the
"sue them" approach. In other
ages of 1980, if the
words, through threat of liability we will make boards
board had done a
create certain procedures.
Yavitz: What Ira is describing
as a typical board is pretty
much what I saw in the very
early years of my service,
which goes back to about
1975. Most boards were not
much more than rubber
stamps. The CEO said "Jump"
and directors were allowed just
one question: How high? It
wasn't a matter of not arguing
with the boss — you typically
didn't even question him.
I admit I was often reluctant to be critical. But I did have
some streak of responsibility. I do remember feeling that the
Trans Union board gave even the good guys a bad name for the
way that they acted. By 1980 I think there were enough independent directors on boards, and the issue of "What are we
here for?" was beginning to be raised.

market check, they
could have gotten
a higher offer,
— Robert Friedman

Troubh: Steve, I don't quite
agree with that. I've been involved in mergers, some very
controversial ones, in the last
20-25 years as a board member. I've been on both large and small boards with some very
tough, very good directors and some bad directors. I have never
seen independent board members, even cronies, just cave before the chief executive and say, "Okay, whatever you say." Most
ofthe time, there is much more interplay than might appear
to be from the outside, and much more preparation. Even in
the '80s you got books of information. I can remember Eelix
Elson: Boris, what if each director in that boardroom had a Rohatyn coming in and giving us a book showing 16 differsubstantial equity stake in the company? Would you have felt ent comparisons for an oil company. In this particular case, the
more comfortable with the decision made?
preparation just was inadequate.
On the other hand, the decision ofthe board, in my opinYavitz: If it was a significantly large stake, yes. If it was only a ion, was correct. I think they got the right price and they were
token ante to play the game, it wouldn't have made much dif- right to get out ofthe business.
ference.
Friedman: I'll take issue with that. Everybody seems to imply
Elson: Real ownership would have made us feel more com- that the process was wrong but the end result was right. You
fortable with the decision they reached. If they had skin in see in the published accounts that KKR was willing to pay $60,
the game, so to speak, and would suffer a loss with a poor offer. and also that GE Capital was willing to pay more. Both of them
SPRING 2000 3 3
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were turned off by the fact that there was a signed merger
agreement and a clear message of "Don't mess with my deal."
So I think that we should criticize this board not just for the
process but for their decision.
Troubh: I am not sure that the $60 was on the table. I've seen
the KKRs and others say that they'll pay more — but it's subject tofinancing,to due diligence, and 20 other things.

through. In fact, that word railroaded was used several times
in the press.
Something began to happen right after the deal was consummated. A kind of a sea change in which people began to
say, "We want more of a voice in the way that companies are
run."

Millstein: Look, the court was right. The board was uninformed and didn't do what it was supposed to do — by today's
Lesser: KKR could have done it quite quickly because they were standards. But everything about that board was okay as of 1980
just coming off of a big victory [the LBO of Houdaille Indus- standards. It is very hard for me to look at that board and say,
tries] and they knew how to do it. GE Capital is another story. "They were a bunch of dummies and they did the wrong thing.
It raises the issue of how long do you stay around — 60 days? Everybody knows they should have done the following." I
90 days? 120 days? — while the numbers were crunched.
would say that in 1980 everyone didn't know that they were
supposed to do certain things. Van Gorkom has been a very inFriedman: My point is that even in the dark ages of 1980, if structive case, and I think it would be more profitable to talk
they had done a market check, they could have gotten a high- about what can we learn from it, because I think we learned
a lot.
er offer.
Troubh: You could have had a hostile tender offer.
Friedman: Or they could have gotten Pritzker up from $55.
Lesser: I started doing this kind of work in 1977. It is very
difficult to avoid being a 20-year Monday morning quarterback. By the standards of 1980 you could say that actually in
a couple of respects this board was on the mark. But the fact
of the matter is that the advice that was given to them was just
not right. And the board didn't know it wasn't getting right advice.

What Happened Next?
DIRECTORS & BOARDS:

That's an excellent point, Ira, to transition us to the next topic. What were the immediate aftereffects of the court's decision?

Sagalow: To state the obvious, the immediate impact was a
sharp increase in D&O insurance premiums. By the way, even
with that increase, insurers still lost a hell of a lot of money
during that time.
But putting that issue aside, I think the court was right in
focusing on the process. It is truly correct for the court system
Millstein: It wasn't getting good advice — and I don't know not to look at the decision of a board on a substantive level.
who was around to give it good advice.
Boards have the right to make mistakes, and the courts should
not overlook the inherentflawsof the human condition. The
Dilenschneider: If you look back at 1980, the dynamics were view of the importance of the process in determining directors' liability was the correct
different. There was actually a
methodology, and we are all
celebration after this deal was
much better off as a result.
done. People were patting lay
Pritzker on the back for the
next two weeks about the terMillstein: If you ask any dirific deal. But to lohn's point,
rector today what is the one
there was an outcry from a lot
case he/she knows, it's Van
of people who felt that the
Gorkom. I have never been in
deal had been railroaded
a boardroom where I couldn't
get a director's attention by
saying: "Remember Van
This was not the only
Gorkomr Ifs a prod.

board that acted
without today^s
degree of care,
— Stephen Waters
34.
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Wilcox: That is because it affected their personal liabihty.
Yavitz: The biggest contribution was that this was clearly
a wake-up call. It was an
alarm bell that shook up di-
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A CEO named Van Gorkom
BY WILLIAM M. OWEN
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A commanding figure whose appearance
and bearing befitted that of a chief executive officer, Jerome W. Gorkom joined
Trans Union as Its controller in 1956 and,
after holding various executive positions,
became president, CEO and a director in
1963, when he was 45 years old.
That year, the company's net income
jumped 20-fold from the devastating results of the prior year — results that reflected the company's huge losses on a
Titan II missile project and what Van
Gorkom later called "the morass into
which (the company) had fallen." It would
begin a pattern of growth that continued
throughout his 17-yeartenure as CED.
"One Man Running Hard" is the way
Dun's/îew'ei^ described him in a 1968
feature article by that title, as he entered
the fifth year of what had become a very
successful turnaround. And, in a 1975
survey of 37 top security analysts by Financial l/l/or/c/magazine, he was chosen
from thousands of candidates as one of
the lOtopCEDsintheU.S.
Made a multimillionaire when his Trans
Union stock holdings were cashed out at
the merger. Van Gorkom had risen from
abject poverty. When he was only seven
years old, his parents separated. He lived
with his mother, and they survived the bitWilliam M. Owen was a former in-house
attorney for Trans Union Corp. He is the
author o^ Autopsy of a Merger, a book he
published in 1986 on the Trans Union case,
from which this excerpt and the excerpts
on pages 39 and 104 are taken. The book is
available on Amazon.com.

Jerome Van Gorkom (photographed in
1988): One of the top CEOs of his day

ter Depression years on odd jobs, welfare, and assistance from his aunts.
"My mother and I were in severe financial straits several times in my youth,"
he once recounted to a newspaper reporter. "It left a very deep impression on
me, and my children accuse me, properly, of having a Depression complex, I
neverforgot reading about the hundreds
of men sleeping on lower Wacker Drive
with newspapers wrapped around them.
I developed a horrendous fear of being
unemployed. Without a job, you're helpless."
Both a certified public accountantand
a lawyer. Van Gorkom earned his bachelor's and law degrees at the University
of Illinois, working his way through. Then
followed four years with the Navy (where
he ended up as chief engineering offi-

rectors, CEOs, and managements. You could be personally liable. Tbat is why if tbere is one case everybody knows it's Van
Gorkom.
Wilcox: There were arguments — still even heard these days
— that with all this focus on director accountability and all the
liability issues, we are making it impossible to get good people
to serve on boards. I don't think there is evidence that people
are refusing to accept board seats because of these issues. But

cer on a destroyer), a two-year stint with
a Chicago tax lawfirm, a period asa partnerwiththe accounting firm of Arthur Andersen & Co. (where, studying evenings,
he managed to obtain his certificate as a
certified public accountant), and finally
Trans Union.
Aman with a deep, sonorous voice —
perhaps tuned by his job as a radio disk
jockey during his college years and later
asa member of a barbershop quartet —
he spoke with the authority, sincerity, and
self-assurance of one with a deep sense
of his own destiny. Endowed with a welldeveloped sense of self-discipline, he
kept in top physical condition by playing
a fierce game of handball and jogging.
Throughout his tenure with the company. Van Gorkom devoted much of bis
spare time to civic functions. He served
Chicago's famous Lyric Opera in various
capacities; helped restore fiscal balance
to the Chicago public school system as
chairman of the Chicago School Finance
Authority; was vice chairman of the Securities Investors Protection Corporation
for a period; was active as a fund raiser
for Catholic groups, including the University of Notre Dame where he had
served as chairman of the finance committee and as a member of its board; and,
in the summer of 1982, he was appointed Under Secretary of State for Management in the Reagan administration,
with responsibilityforthe management of
the entire U.S. State Department.
[Ed. Note: Jerome Van Gorkom died In
March 1998 in Lake Forest, III., where he
had lived for 40 years. He was 80 years
old.}

that was a real concern after this decision.
So there was a flurry of management proposals seeking
shareholder approval for indemnification of directors. There
was some question about whether institutional investors would
approve these. They did. They approved them wholesale. It was
clear that they didn't want directors to feel that there was going
to be personal liability attached to these kinds of decisions because they were aware that they would drive people out of
the boardroom.
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As it turned out, this whole personal liability issue was something that no one was interested in, including the shareholders. Now whether that would happen today, I don't know.
Shareholders have gotten a lot more aggressive and might argue
that maybe there ought to be more personal liability for directors.

The operative word is "successfully." I haven't seen too many
Hogrefe: They get sued but they don't get sued for violating
their duty of care.

Sagalow: The suits and large awards of today have not been
largely duty of care shareholder derivative actions but rather
Elson: Because of this fear, an immediate impact was that the shareholder class-action suits based on statutory securities
Delaware legislature changed its corporate code to allow com- rules.
panies to not only indemnify their directors but to opt out of
damages. You can now, if it's in your charter, limit or eliminate Dilenschneider: The immediate result was everyone, recogthe damages that directors personally have to pay for violations nizing the importance of the case, began to say, "What role is
of the duty of care under Delaware law. That was a very big there now for me to play?" This gave way to whole new ways of
change. I think they call it the Delaware "raincoat statute." The thinking about the issue of governance.
raincoat didn't exist before Smith v. Van Gorkom. Everyone got
wet and now almost everyone has a raincoat.
Wilcox: If you look at the history of boards of directors, the element of "service" has always been very strong. This case startHogrefe: It didn't keep the foxes awayfromthe decision mak- ed a lot of new thinking about board service and about whether
ers, however. The interesting thing is that the storm that was we need to have a class of professional directors. Do we need
predicted — lawsuits based upon a duty of care analysis — to have directors who see this as a job, who will spend more
never happened. Boards weren't attacked on that basis. Instead, time and participate more deeply in company activities? We
we've seen an upward surge hi litigation from lOB-5 fraud law- have this today at companies like Home Depot, for example,
suits and class-action suits. All of the focus on the duty of care whose directors have jobs to do — they have to visit branches and meet people and evaluate how the company is
Following the Van
being run and get deeply into
the culture.
Gorkom formula
How to define the board's
"job" is an unanswered quesdoes not necessarily
tion. But the questioning
started with the shock, when
lead to a more
people doing something considered a "service" recognized
informed board,
that they could be held personally liable.
— Donald Gogel

Troubh: To your point about
a professional class of direcmay have caused a reaction to
tors, there is a limited number
a problem that turned out not
of people who have chosen to
to exist.
become such. In fact, I've
We created good process and that was beneficial, but in the been criticized for being a member of that class. I think that
aftermath it was not able to protect directors and officers from it may expand. You have chief executives who have to get off of
the risk that was continuing to develop over this period of time, their boards at 60, and some even at 55, who have a lot of tread
which is an allegation made that despite due process, the board left in the tires. That class of directors is growing, but it is an
failed to make appropriate disclosures. That is the issue driving inchoate growth.
the rising tide of allegations made against directors and officers for their boardroom decisions.

Importance of the Process

Trouhh: My experience after the case was that a lot of people
whom you would want — respectable, experienced chief executives, for example — wouldn't serve on boards. They would
cite, as you say. Van Gorkom. But today,firankly,I don't beheve
that that is true. The Delaware law has changed. I don't know
how many cases you see of directors being sued successfully.
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Lesser: Of all of the things that have happened since the case
came down, the one thing that we all know around this table
— whether we are lawyers, investment hankers, consultants,
corporate governance mavens, or whatever — is that "process"
has come to assume a life of its own. You want to adopt a merger agreement in one meeting? Next to impossible to do.
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Yavitz: Agreed. What happened is that all directors got the mes- Elson: Number one, this case has made lawyers indispenssage: It is procedure, procedure, procedure that counts. Every-able to the process, which they hadn't been before. Your obligthing else doesn't mean very much. Some ofthe issues that Van ations under Van Gorkom are very clear and spelled out.
Gorkom clarified, as for example that you have to be gross/y neg- Lawyers now carefully script board meetings to make sure that
ligent rather than just negligent, was good news for us and those obligations have been met. Number two, it has made inbegan to sink in. But what really happened was that you began vestment bankers — particularly their fairness opinion —
to focus on the procedure to make sure it was right.
indispensable to every transaction. If you didn't have one, it
If you remember those days in '85, '86, '87, as we went became almost, per se, problematic.
through a whole series of takeovers and "bear hugs," it was
The broader questions are: Should they be indispensable?
almost total chaos. You had
bankers knocking on your

door saying "We want to buy It is interesting tO
you...or sell you." You had
deadlines set by the acquirer ask: Did the board
and the acquiree. I remember
sitting through meetings with come ultimately to
three sets of lawyers — our
inside and outside lawyers the correct decision?
representing the company
and another outside law firm
— Kim Hogrefe
representing the independent
directors — and two sets of
bankers, and management experts running around...the place
was a madhouse. I looked around the table and thought to myself, "This is not a case ofthe inmates running the asylum, but
ofthe security guards running the asylum!"
We were clearly panicked about what could happen if we
didn't do what the lawyers said. We went through a tightly
scripted process, which we hoped would end up with us not
being sued but, even more hopefully, end up with the right decision. It was of great concern to me that we directors seemed
to abandon much of our judgment to the security guards.

Should we require fairness opinions? Are they worthwhile?
And, most importantly, do these procedures that the lawyers
have developed for the board to go through encourage the right
decisions?

Lesser: The question is less do you need investment bankers to
Millstein: On behalf of the legal community, I will say that this render fairness opinions than do you need investment bankers
was happening for a good reason, which was that you hadn't to be an integral part of the process of selling a company?
been doing your job. What happened with Smith v. Van The number of instances that I personally see where the deal
Gorkom is it gave the lawyers an opportunity to act like lawyers is just about done and everybody is convinced it is a winner
for change. Most lawyers knew generally what was required — and all you are doing is hiring an investment banker to renthat the board had to make a good faith judgment. But if you der a fairness opinion is far, far outnumbered by the number
went into a boardroom before Smith v. Van Gorkom and tried of cases where the company is coming to an investment banker
to talk about legal obligations, they'd say, "We have more im- saying, "We've reached a fork in the road and we think we've
portant things to do than listen to you tell us about what we got to find out whether we should be sold — do a valuation
ought to be doing." When Smith came down, you were able and help us."
to walk into a boardroom for the first time in my experience
To me the legacy of Van Gorkom with respect to the role of
and really be heard. That was a good thing to have happen. Up investment bankers is not so much the fairness opinion, which
until then it was more missionary work — talking about good you could argue is sort of confirming a done deal, as it is that
and evil and how you really "ought" to do your jobs.
the Mr. Van Gorkoms of today would be extremely unlikely to
have a meeting with the Mr. Pritzkers of today to discuss a price
Waters: By the time this decision came down, other things were without a banker's help.
happening at the same time, including the Revlon decision. The
level of awareness of directors had changed dramatically. Every- Gogel: Following the Van Gorkom formula does not necesone has sat through board meetings in which the first two sarily lead to a more informed board. Questions about the
hours are taken up by a lawyer talking about the duties of a ultimate maintenance of value in the company are not adboard. Decisions like this increased that awareness very subdressed. Van Gorkom may well have been thinking that Trans
stantially.
Union was about to be crushed by GE Capital. If so, the subSPRING 2000 3 7
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stantive debate at the board level should have been about the
viability of an independent Trans Union, not about price. In
that setting, the issue is not whether the price should be $55 or
$43 or $61, and all of the procedural elements of Van Gorkom
would not help the board.
Nonetheless, as a director, I am happy to have a formula that
will keep people off of our backs. It doesn't stop the strike suits
but at the end of the day the courts have refrained, appropriately so, from second-guessing the adequacy of price in a
takeover.
Lesser: Let me pose this question. Let's say the same facts occurred today, i.e. that you desperately needed to sell the company because you are facing some major crisis. You've got an
offer on the table and youVe got 48 hours, take it or leave it —
and Jay Pritzker was not unique in doing this, it still happens
today. Could the board still discuss a merger agreement on Saturday afternoon, get a fairness opinion dehvered Sunday night
or 3 a.m. Monday morning, get in a lawyer to go through every
provision in the merger agreement with the board, and an-

/ side with the other
extremers that this
board was, infacty
inherently grossly
negligent.
— Ty Sagalow

investment bankers coming in on Saturday and giving you
an opinion on Sunday were negligent.
Lesser: If it can't be done in that period of time, I worry
whether we really have changed the world for the better. One
of the criticisms that was leveled at this case immediately afterwards was that it would detractfiromthe boldness that you
need directors to show. I don't think the case does detract from
boldness.
I think you can hit the ground running and do all the things
you need to do in 48 hours. In those circumstances, the knowledge of the board of directors becomes more relevant. A lot of
people thought in 1985 that it didn't matter how much the directors knew about their company, that they had to get the
views of some third-party adviser who is getting paid for what
theyhiovf. That's not what the case told us. You have to harness what the directors know and then you've got to bring to
bear all of the other mechanisms — the bankers and the
lawyers — and you've got to sit down with the CEO and go
through the merger agreement and make sure that somebody
is giving you feedback from
a business point of view. I
would hope that we could get
there in 48 hours, but it
would be uncomfortable!
Waters: Every investment
banker has had a call like that:
"We want to get a deal
done...we don't want you to
shop it...we think the price is
fair but we need to know what
you think."

Yavitz: What you would also
do today is make sure that the
nounce it the following Monannouncement of the imday?
pending deal would not say,
The fact of the matter is
or
imply,
"Everybody
else
stay
out."
You would make clear that
that even if the process wasfiawed,the board had a unique opthe
board
has
an
offer
on
the
table,
that
it is interested, but that
portunity and a real basis for believing that Pritzker wasn't kidit
is
not
bound
for
30
days,
so
that
you
have
a more open field.
ding when he said, "I've got plenty of otherfishto fry..I'm out
of here next Monday if I don't have a deal." By today's standards, could we ever end up signing a merger agreement on Waters: And you'd have the ability to share information more
Monday morning? Because if we couldn't have gotten there, easily.
something has gone wrong with the process.
Yavitz: Right. And secondly— this is also hindsight —you
Yavitz: I think that could happen today. As you've described it, would make sure that when you do put the offer to the shareyou could recess the meeting, get two investment bankers in holders, you give all the necessary data so as not to be criticized
— better than one! — and have them push numbers all night, that they don't have enough to make a valid judgment.
and then have them address the meeting with the directors. You
write the minutes very, very carefully. And by Sunday midnight Friedman: And the "fiduciary out" is now something that is
or Monday at 6 a.m. you could have a signed agreement.
part of the landscape.
Friedman: No, you couldn't. Nothing can happen today in Millstein: That's one of the big lessons we learned. You don't
24 or 48 hours. Another Delaware case, the Shell case, said that do a merger agreement without it.
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A shareholder named Smith
The thought of Trans Union being gobbled
up in a cash deal with the shareholders
being paid $55 per share was particularly irritating to a shareholder named B.
Alden Smith of Lenexa, Kansas. A man of
conviction. Smith was willing to go to
great lengths trying to demonstrate to
those who would cause such a thing the
errors of their ways.
Smith was one of the founders of Smith
& Loveless Inc., of Lenexa, a manufacturer of sewage treatment equipment that
had been acquired by Union Tank Car Co.
in 1959 (and which was sold in 1981 to a
group consisting primarily of its management in a classic leveraged buyout). He
had received Union Tank stock for his interest in Smith Si Loveless, and those
shares had been converted to Trans
Union stock atthe time of a holding company reorganization in 1969. He had held
much of his Trans Union stock — some
54,061 shares — ever since.
The shares held by some Trans Union
shareholders had a very low basis fortax
purposes. These shareholders were primarily ones who had paid a relatively low
price for the stock of smaller companies
that had later been acquired by Trans

Union. In those transactions, Trans Union
had exchanged its own stock for that of
the acquired companies.
Writing in the November 1979 issue of
ManagementRe\/iew,W\\\\am B. Howell,
formerlyTrans Union's director of corporate development, noted that in the last
42 acquisitions Trans Union had made as
ofthat time — deals which ranged in size
from $36,000 to $24 million — Trans Union
had issued about 4.3 million shares of
stock {out of 12.5 million outstanding) and
paid roughly $46.5 million in cash. In other
words, fully one-third of Trans Union's
outstanding stock had at one time been
issued to shareholders of other companies when Trans Union acquired those
companies.
Those persons who received Trans
Union stock and still held it could be expected to grittheirteeth a bit when filing theirtax returns. They would show
large taxable gains from the $55 per
share Pritzker merger.
Whatever their opinion of the price,
some would prefer — if they had a
choice — t o defertheir rendezvous with
the tax man as long as possible. They
would much rather see Trans Union ac-

Gogel: I agree, but we should recognize that the "fiduciary
out" really is a relatively modest measure in most settings.
Unless a deal is wildly mispriced or the company represents
a unique strategic asset, it is unlikely that an interloper is
going to come in very quickly against a board-recommended deal. Thus, the "fiduciary out" does not lessen the board's
obligation to make a recommendation that is in the best interests of the shareholders.

quired in a transaction similar to the
ones in which their companies were acquired — a nontaxable reorganization,
where shares of the acquiring company
would be exchanged for their Trans
Union shares.
Smith apparently was one of these, If
the Pritzker deal were consummated.
Smith stood to receive about $2.9 million
for his shares. In paragraph 30 of the complaint he soon filed, he stated that many
of the public stockholders of Trans Union
had acquired their shares in connection
with tax-free acquisitions, had a low basis
in their stock fortax purposes, and would
face substantial tax liability.
That allegation, the court would note,
"leaves clue as to why he is so bitterly
opposed to the merger...."
— William M. Owen
[Ed. Note:B. Alden Smith, rjow84 years old,
still resides in Kansas. He had stayed on for
a few years as president of Smith S Loveless after the sale of the company before
retiring in 1966. Smith & Loveless continues today as a privately owned company
providing equipment and services for
water and wastewater treatment]

happen, like on auto pilot, and they could go home safe in
the knowledge that they had done right by the stockholders.
They were, unfortunately, mistaken and misguided because
there was no follow-through. This is where the issue of advisers comes in.
Waters: Remember though, Henry, this was a much less sophisticated environment.

Friedman: That is an important point that this board should Lesser: I agree with you.
have known. When you sign a merger agreement, with or without a "fiduciary out," that has a chilling effect on other bidders
coming in. A board has a greater responsibility to make sure The Longer-Term Legacy
that it gets the best price and not rely on what happens after DIRECTORS & BOARDS: Let's wrap up with some concluding
the merger agreement has been executed.
comments on what the longer-term impact of this case has
been in the progression of governance thought and practice,
Lesser: But I think that they thought that somehow (a) the and what it means for us today.
merger agreement entitled them to go out and shake the trees
and see what fell off; (b) it entitled them to accept something Wilcox: Many public companies behaved in those days like pribetter if it fell off of the tree; and (c) somehow the publicity vate companies — and many still do in Europe and elsewhere.
was going to indicate that. They thought that that would all This was a case that offered some very clear ideas about how
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a public company and its directors should behave. As soon as
a business goes out and raises money from the public, no
longer being privately owned, it cannot take short cuts around
due procedures designed to protect the investing public. This
case helped to establish the practical consequences of this very
basic but very important principle.
Troubh: Boards today are absolutely much more informed,
whether or not outside lawyers are in the room. They've heard

It's incredibly
instructive to look
back to see how far
weWe come in the
area of governance.
— Robert Dilenschneider

of Van Gorkom, as Ira says,
they ask more questions, and
they are a much more careful
and responsible lot. There is no question that it emanated from
the impact of this case and the publicity that it got.
Waters: The process may be different, Ray, but I would be interested in your view as to whether the substance of what you
deal with, as a director, is different, too?

clearly gets some credit for starting this trend.
Dilenschneider: Van Gorkom started the trend but we have
a long way to go before we ever reach a position where everyone is treated fairly. As for the bad guys, there are still plenty
out there and every day inexperienced directors are coming on
boards and making mistakes. And how about the "good guys"
who never speak up and just collect their fees? How do we motivate them?
Sagalow: In terms of a longerterm impact, this case was
also a wake-up call for the
D&O insurance industry,
which realized that its role
was something more than
simply giving an insurance
policy for premiums which
insureds view as too high and
insurers view as too low. We
began to offer assistance in
many areas, such as making
a panel of security advisers
available to the board •— and
sometimes requiring insureds
to make effective use ofthat
panel of advisers in their decisionmaking. Carriers will
also motivate litigation behavior. For example, if you do go
through the correct procedures and you have a shareholder derivative action, what many carriers will say is that if you win
that case there is a reward in the policies in the form of deductible waivers.

So, as lawyers have gotten more sophisticated, as board
members have gotten more sophisticated, so has the insurance
Troubh: Yes. Boards are getting more involved and are ask- industry gotten a lot more sophisticated.
ing the types of questions that should have been asked years
and years ago. They are pressing the chief executive much hard- Troubh: I would note for the record that even pre-1980 there
er. Cronyism still exists on boards, but even the cronies of the was a cadre of serious directors who read the materials, visitchief executive are realizing their responsibility and exercising ed a plant, kicked a tire once in a while, and earned whatever
it. I've found board discussions are more serious, more in- it was that we were being paid. We are much better paid now,
volved and with more depth — even in some cases to the point I will say.
of micromanaging, which is not good. The change is extraordinary.
Yavitz: There is a big difference, too, in both the composition
of boards, in terms of outsider to insider ratios, and in the
Yavitz: I would second that. There is a very differentflavornow nominating process. The nominating committee has a lot more
in most boards. I collaborate on an annual feature for Ghief Ex- to say today than it did 15 years ago. Even for CEOs who like
ecutive magazine called, "The Five Best and Five Worst Boards to see their buddies on the board, there is honest effort to pick
in America." We've been doing it now for seven years. It is individuals who can stand scrutiny, who can be defended to
getting much harder to find the bad guys because there has the outside world. The problem board is getting less and less
been a vast improvement. More and more companies are doing common.
the right thing in terms of board composition, the number
By the way, I found it interesting that Van Gorkom himself
of outsiders, avoiding beholden directors, evaluating the CEO, recognized that having five inside directors was not a good
and so on. We've come to a point where most boards are in- thing and that he needed to bring more outsiders in to replace
dependent enough and concerned enough that I don't see us the insiders. So as far back as 1980 there was enough of a rumgoing back to the bad old days. I would argue that Van Gorkom ble for boards to have more outsiders.
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Lesser: A distinction needs to be drawn, for want of better ter- understands its ongoing, oversight stewardship fiinction ofthe
minology, between big companies and little companies. In Sil- corporation.
icon Valley, consciousness is being raised but I can assure you
that there is a lot of work to be done to persuade people that it Millstein: The case did have an impact on M8cA, and even
is a priority to have nominating committees, corporate gover- though M&A is the most publicized aspect of what boards do,
nance committees, governance guidelines, board retreats, and they do a lot besides worry about deals. We should talk about
so forth. But we are getting there.
this case's impact beyond M&A.
Ironically, consciousness is being raised by history repeating
To answer your question, Charles, there are no remarkable
itself. By that I mean hostile takeovers and proxy contests. overnight changes. Van Gorkom was a wake-up call telling
When we've had the kind of market that we have had and yet boards that they've got a job to do. It took a while for that to
companies are underperforming, you have stockholders who sink in — about five or six years at least for the boards I was
are dissatisfied and are prepared to use the full panoply of working with. But now, except in M&A situations, you don't
weapons under the proxy rules — which are much more gen- need a lawyer in the boardroom anymore in most day-to-day
erous today — to assert their position and to seek board seats. activities. Directors have learned their responsibilities. They
And you have a reversion to so-called "bottomfishing"M&A know about strategic planning and monitoring and incenactivity, with low-ball offers, public bear hugs, and so on. Well, tivizing and all ofthe things that boards are doing — and doing
I hope that history doesn't also repeat itself in another bomb- pretty well.
shell decision that affects perfectly good, well intentioned, upright citizens who were asleep at the switch.
Yavitz: Van Gorkom, although supposedly aimed at only M8cA
decisions, did begin to filter into other board activities. We
began
going through more careful processes on M&A issues,
Crises ofthe'90s
and gradually extending them to others. I give Van Gorkom
Elson: Here is a question for the group: If this case did so much credit for giving us all a better understanding ofthe business
to revitalize the board, then why did we see the great gover- judgment rule, a better understanding of our duties as fidunance disasters that happened six years or so after Van Gorkom ciaries, and a better understanding of whom we are supposed
— the IBMs, the General Motors, and the other board failures to be representing.
ofthe early 1990s?
Waters: Ofthe disasters in corporate governance over the last
Lesser: Because this case was focused on a transaction. This 10 years, have more of them occurred in M&A situations or in
was a transactional case and not really an oversight case. For ongoing oversight situations?
that reason, I wonder whether ^
or not, presented with the

same facts today, in a correct- This Case Started a
ly functioning board, the outcome would be different? If lot ofnew
thinking
you've got a correctly functioning board who knows about board service.
they have a long-term strategic problem — whether it is a
— John Wilcox
tax-loss carryforward problem or another problem inherent in the business — would you ever get to a situation
where the CEO, unguided by the board, is left to say, "We've got
a crisis and I'm going to go off and solve it"? Or, would a properly functioning board not only understand the problem but
say, "We, the board, have got to do something about this. We
are hiring an investment bank or a consultant or whomever
and we are going to solve this problem long term"— so that
you wouldn't have the perception ofthe renegade or the cowboy CEO?
If we answer "yes" to the latter question, then we are in a situation where so-called governance crises are less likely to occur
because the board is moving from a transactional, reactive
mode — "Oh, we've got a deal on the table, somebody tell us
what the process is, what the checklist is" — to a board which

Lesser: Ongoing oversight. Not transactional. M&A is under
control.
Millstein: The majority of them occur in performance and succession types of problems. And you don't go to jail for that,
by the way. Seriously, I can't remember a case, absent law violations, where anybody has been culpable for being on the
board of a non-performing company or for not getting succession right.
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Düenschneider: We will continue to have governance disas- What would its effect be on our shareholders?"
ters so long as greed and incompetence are with us — and that
will be forever.
Lesser: But, John, is that because of Van Gorkom? Or is it because of what you deal with day in and day out — institutional
Elson: I hate to say it but I think that this case had the oppo- activism?
site, unintended consequence of creating greater passivity. I
think that this case led to the disasters of the '90s. I will tell you Wilcox: It's a combination. Activism does not work without
why. What this case did was to give everyone a set of procedures accountability, and personal liability is the ultimate form of acto follow to avoid liability. This decision resulted in the glori- countability.
fication of form over substance: If you just avoid the mistakes
of this board, you will be okay
Lesser: You would be hard pressed, without writing a revisionist history of the last 20 years, to make Van Gorkom and
Yavitz: Just in your M&A decisions.
institutional activism really linked.
Elson: There is nothing in the case that says this is simply an
M&A case. The court does nothing to suggest that its result was
limited to M&A decisionmaking — that is why it may also apply
to other kinds of decisionmaking. So, in other words, if you follow these procedures you are effectively not totally immune, but
your potential for liability may be substantially reduced.
The bigger question is: Did these procedures create the activity level that we really want? I don't think so. What the case
did, instead, was give everyone an insurance policy. The real

Wilcox: Even if there is not a causal link, board accountability is a central concern of activism.
Gogel: That link is tenuous at best. Boone Pickens, Carl Icahn,
and a host of other hostile raiders had a lot to do with the drive
for shareholder value. While I think that directors were concerned about the responsibilities, and potential liability, imposed by Van Gorkom, they were terrified of both the publicity and the exposure in a hostile setting. High-stakes
mergers and acquisitions succeed in getting attention in a
This decision
way that more mundane governance issues do not.

resulted in the glori-

fication ofform over
substance.
— Gharles Elson

Wilcox: And, of course, it is
also generational. People who
are now coming onto boards
grew up with Van Gorkom.
Fifteen years ago, directors
had grown up in a very different environment.

Troubh: They have also grown up in an information age, too.
They are accustomed to having information.
changes came about because of problems of performance that
eventually led to falling stock prices and people saying, "Something has got to be done." So this case may have had an unintended negative effect.

Dilenschneider: You are absolutely right. I think as we move
more into the information, technology, networking era, this
has implications for more involvement by directors.

Waters: I can foresee some greater difficulties for boards in this
era. When you have securities analysts at the best Wall Street
houses who can't tell you as a board member why a stock trades
at $2,000 a share versus $200 a share, or if you are trying to get
an opinion on a transborder merger where the accounting
practices are fundamentally different, you have the blind leadWilcox: I disagree with what Charles just said. Based on my ing the blind in a sense. Whom can they talk to? Upon whose
own experience, I've seen much greater involvement by di- advice can they rely?
rectors in all kinds of things — even more routine decisions.
Directors not only of big companies but of companies of
Directors are much more deeply involved in their role as rep- varying sizes actually have a harder problem now because it
resentatives of the public shareholders. They ask the question, is harder to know where to turn. For example, how many
"What would the effect of the decision be on our stock price? directors are Internet savvy? The answer is, probably not very
Radin: These procedures apply not just in MSÍA but in the context of any major board decision. In the ordinary, day-to-day
governance oversight type of issues you are not going to follow all of the procedures that were in the court's opinion.
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The search for a huyer
Ed. Note: At a CEO conference sponsored
by Directors & Boards in 1988, Jerome W.
Van Gorkom was a special guest speaker.
He shared with the audience a very personal reflection of the momentous f\/l&A
transaction and legal case. The following
excerpt from his presentation (originally
published in our Fall 1988 issue) is his
'story of the little-known formative stage
of the case -- how he came to the decision to sell Trans Union Corp.

tor had arisen, exemplified by General
Electric Credit Corp. Í was astounded to
learn that GECC had about$9 billion worth
of assets out on lease, including almost
20,000 rail cars. With their tremendous income from other sources, they could use
all of the depreciation allowances and all
of the investment-tax credits, putting Trans
Union at a competitive disadvantage.

Armed basically with our five-year forecast, I went to see Jay on a Saturday afternoon. We talked about the forecast
and the cash flow we hoped would result
from that plan, we talked about succession — my successor was already on
board and had been blessed by the directors — and at the end of two hours
of conversation, he said, "Let me think
aboutit. I'll talk to you." That started one
of the most unusual weeks in my life.

In meetings with our top officials to discuss how we were going to cope with
these changes, forthe first time we began
On Monday, Jay called and said, "I'd like
Trans Union traced its origins back over to talk among ourselves about selling the to talk some more." We both had to go to
100years,totheJohnD. Rockefeller Stan- company. Itquickly became apparent that New York on other business, so we met
dard Oil empire. As part of Standard Oil, there were two types of potential buyers: again there on Tuesday, and I brought
it owned and operated all the railway cars a public company, which would measure along my successor, who was the COO,
thatthe Standard companies used to haul us on the basis of earnings per share, div- to discuss the company's operations in
their products. Following the Supreme idends, debt-equity ratio (ours was high more detail. There was another meeting on
Court's antitrust rulings against the oil moWednesday, in which a consultant from
nopoly, Trans Union became an indepenBoston Consulting Group, which had just
'I've learned that I've lost more
dent company in 1911.
done an 18-month analysisof our operations, briefed Pritzker. When I got back to
We leased our cars to the major oil and good deals by being slow than
Chicago on Thursday, Jay and I met again
chemical companies, itwas a very sucI've
made
bad
deals
by
being
fast'
and,
to my utter amazement, it became
cessful business — return on equity of
clear
that he had decided to make an offer
about 20% each year, and 16 consecutive
— Jay Pritzker
forthe
company. The price would be $55 in
yearsofdividend increases. But with some
cash
for
all the shares — a figure that rep70% of our income coming from tank car because of our leasing function), and so
resented
abouta 50% premium overthe
leasing, we began to sense a real danger forth; or a private buyer, who might be
$37
a
share
at which it was then trading.
in 1980 in maintaining our rate of prof- more interested in cash flow and thereitability because Congress was proposing fore might be a better choice. Our earnI said to him, "Jay, you've made no purto again increase depreciation rates. The ings in 1979, the last year before we chase investigation, you don't know anycurrent rates were already so high that we agreed to sell, were $5.01 per share, while thing about this company but what we've
had little or no taxable income and were our cashflow was almost $14 per share. told you." His reply, and I'll never forget it,
accumulating unused depreciation.
That made quite a difference.
was, "I've learned that I've lost more good
The lack of taxable income also meant
that we could not use the large amounts
of investment-tax credit that we were also
accumulating, because that credit could
only be used to offset taxable income. We
had made a number of acquisitions in
orderto increase ourtaxable income, but
without solving the problem. Now, in view
of congressional proposals, we saw the
need for an acquisition that would add
$100 million of taxable income, and that
meant dilution of earnings per share and
other undesirable results.
The situation might not have been so
bad If all our competitors were in the same
boat. Butby 1980, a newtype of competi-

I thought this over for some time and
concluded that before I went any further
in talking to the board or anybody else, I
needed to know more about the world of
private buyers. I had a way to do this without jeopardizing any of the alternative
courses we might take, and that was to
talkto Jay Pritzker, whom I had known for
some years. The Pritzker family was representative of the type of large wealthy
family that could be a buyer of Trans Union.
More important, I knew that he and his
family were very averse to publicity, and if
we had a discussion it would go no further.
I wanted to explore how he would look
atthe valuation of a company like ours.

deals by being slow than I've made bad
deals by being fast."
His lawyers and our outside counsel immediately went to work on a draft proposal, since Pritzker said, "I'm going to
make the offer on Saturday." This being
Thursday afternoon, I wasn't sure we
could get the papers ready for that, but I
called the directors and set up a meeting
for Saturday at noon.
[At that meeting, the Trans Union board
accepted an offer of $55 from Jay Pritzker. Thus began the trail of events that
eventually led to the Delaware Supreme
Court...and corporate history]
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many. Yet, does the Internet dramatically affect some of their
businesses? Absolutely. So if you are a director, how do you
get up to speed on that? How do you make sure that you are
doing the right thing, asking the right questions, getting the
right valuations? Either the experts available to the board
or the composition of the board itself will have to change.

'90s fundamentally put a focus on shareholder value and corporate inefficiency, which manifested itself in the huge restructuring of American industry.
Elson: You are right, Ira, that this did focus attention on boards.
This was a case against what was considered a rubber-stamp
board. So the question is: How do you avoid rubber-stamp
boards? Do you do it through Smith v. Van Gorkom, through
creating these various procedures to be met to avoid liability?
Was the threat of personal liability the kicker that began to end
the rubber-stamp board? Or is there another way to get at it?
I think what you saw develop in the early '90s were other approaches — institutional shareholder activism, shareholder
resolutions, director stock ownership. So I wonder whether we
still need to view this case as precedent?

Millstein: One of the things happening is that life is getting
more complicated. Boards really are hitting perplexing problems to which there are no ready answers. Immensely difficult decisions are being made by a lot of boards around the
world. Some of these things that we look at as formalities —
the outside experts, the special committees — aren't always
charades. Boards want the best advice that they can get their
hands on and they are rightly calling for help and getting it.
Is it a direct result of Smith v. Van Gorkom? It may not be a
direct result but it is on the continuum. Years ago boards may Millstein: I think you are downplaying it. I look at Van Gorkom,
not have thought that they had anything to worry about — let and this may be an overstatement, as the ßrow« V5. Board of Edmanagement do it, let management make the decision. Rec- ucation in corporate governance. I really think it started someognizing that they do have
thing. And this is how it rethis job to do, many boards
lates to institutional investors.
are legitimately trying with
I remember going to Calimore information and assisfornia in 1988 to a meeting of
tance to make the really tough
the Council of Institutional
decisions.
Investors. They were upset
about poison pills and this
and that, most of which, I
thought, irrelevant. I said to
them: "You people ought to
You can invest too
look at the board. That is what
Smith is telling you to do.
much significance in
You've got a decision that is
telling you that the board of
this case,
directors is responsible, that it
has
to exercise the duty of
— Henry Lesser
care, that it has a job to do. If
you are unhappy about performance,
go
after
the
board."
That
was probably a terrible thing
Lesser: There is no question that they are. I guess what I am
to
have
done
—
and,
incidentally,
I
wasn't the only one saying
saying is that you can invest too much significance in this case.
that
—
but
nevertheless
it
helped
get
them focused.
This case was about personal liability for an allegedly grossly negligent decision on a transaction. It grew out of a time,
and to some extent we're still in that time, when there was a Lesser: What I am suggesting, and what I think Charles was
lot of M&A activity.
saying, is that while Smith v. Van Gorkom undoubtedly had
But at the same time, some of us around the table saw the some seminal effects, it was a happenstance of history, and that
development of the corporate governance movement from other things were happening at the same time that were drihostile M&A, and defense to hostile M8cA, emerge into some- ving pressures on the board to deal with issues that this case
thing freestanding and immensely more significant, in my view, and the doctrine underlying this case really do not address
than Van Gorkom. What I believe is driving directors is not the — because this case addresses making decisions, not perfear of personal liability but the fear of being judged by the forming stewardship.
marketplace and by institutional investors to have been inept.
Millstein: Again, the point I would leave you all with is that
Waters: It is dangerous in a room full of lawyers to say that the this case focused on the board. That was the major contribudispositive factor in the improvement was not the result of tion of Smith V. Van Gorkom to the state of the art. Whether
an act of law, but you could make a case that the hostile in a social context, in M&A, or whatever, you were able theretakeover movement of the mid- to late-'80s and into the early after to talk about what boards ought to do.
•
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